We report the evidence of two different polymorphs for polymeric CO 2 -V in tridymite-like (V TD in P2 1 2 1 2 1 ) and β-cristobalite-like (V CR in I-42d) structures. The V TD phase is produced by laser-heating phase III (Cmca) above 40 GPa, whereas the V CR phase by laser-heating highly compressed phase II (P4 2 /mnm -iso-space group to stishovite) and IV (P4 1 2 1 2 -iso-space group to α-cristobalite) above 35 GPa. The density of the V CR (3.988 g/cm 3 ) is ~12 % larger than that of the V TD (3.559 g/cm 3 ) at 50 GPa, while the density difference reduces to ~4% at ambient pressure. This results in a substantially smaller bulk modulus (B o = 127 GPa, B'=5.6) for the V CR phase than that of the V TD (B o = 270 GPa, B'=1.9). The smaller density of the V TD is due to the open structure of corner shared CO4 tetrahedra and a great level of distortion in C-O-C angles resulting in a highly buckled layer structure; yet, the structural relationship gives rise to the specific transition to occur depending on the initial phase, either displacively from phase IV to phase V CR or diffusively from phase III to phase V TD . The results also provide new constraints for the phase/chemical transformation diagram of carbon dioxide.
Introduction
Carbon dioxide exhibits richness of high-pressure polymorphs with a great diversity in intermolecular interaction, chemical bonding and crystal structures. It ranges from typical molecular solids (I, III, VII) [1, 2] to intermediary phases (II, IV) [3] [4] [5] [6] and to fully extended covalent solids with crystal structures similar to those of silicate minerals of pure silica (SiO 2 ). The silica-like extended solids have been reported at pressures above 40 to 70 GPa and temperatures of 300 to 2000 K. Those are four-fold CO 2 -V [7] [8] [9] [10] [11] [12] , sixfold CO 2 -VI [13, 14] , coesite-like CO 2 (c-CO 2 ) [15] , and amorphous silica-like a-carbonia (a-CO 2 ) [16, 17] . These are fundamentally new materials, consisting of monolithic threedimensional (3D) network structures of carbon atoms covalently bonded with oxygen atoms in CO4 tetrahedra similar to those of silicate minerals (even in six-fold phase VI by means of disorder [13] ). These solids exhibit low compressibility, strong optical nonlinearity, high energy density, high thermal conductivity, high phonon frequencies, and presumably high melting temperatures [7, 8] . The large disparity in chemical bonding between the extended and molecular phases and relatively slow kinetics associated with the extended-to-molecular transitions, on the other hand, allow these extended solids to exist over a large pressure domain (down to a few GPa). At higher pressure-temperature conditions, these extended solids amorphize, ionize and decompose [18, 19] .
Phase V (CO 2 -V) is the first discovered extended phase of carbon dioxide, produced by laser heating of phase III at ~40 GPa and ~1800 K [7] . The vibration spectrum of the quenched phase shows a strong COC stretch/bending mode at ~800 cm -1 at 40 GPa, clearly indicating that it is an extended covalent solid made of carbon-oxygen single bonds. The transition appears to have no strong dependence on temperature, indicating that the experimentally observed phase boundary is likely a kinetic barrier. In fact, the first principles calculation at 0 K suggests that such a molecular-to-non-molecular phase transition would take place above 40 GPa [8] . The phase V can be quenched at ambient temperature as long as the pressure remains above 10 GPa. Below 10 GPa it depolymerizes into phase I, although the remnant of polymeric phase V can be seen at substantially lower pressures down to 1 GPa where CO 2 liquidifies or sublimes.
Determining the crystal structure of phase V had been challenging for several reasons, including its coexistence with other phases due to an incomplete transformation of phase III and/or the metastability of other high temperature phases IV and II, the presence of large lattice distortion and highly preferred orientation. Nevertheless, the early x-ray diffraction data [9] indicated that the crystal structure was similar to that of tridymite (P2 1 2 1 2 1 ) in which each carbon atom is indeed tetrahedrally bound to four oxygen atoms in a corner-sharing tetrahedral configuration. We refer this phase to V TD in short.
Immediately after the x-ray study, first principles calculations however challenged the experimentally observed tridymite structure and predicted β-crystobalite to be the most stable structure among all four-fold candidates of silicate structures including α-and β-quartz, m-chalcopyrite, tridymite, and coesite [8, 10] . It also showed a great level of lattice distortion in the V CR made from pure CO 2 samples but absent from highly diluted 1% CO 2 samples. Yet, the study has found no evidence for the presence of the tridymite-like V TD phase reported earlier [9] .
Important to note, however, is that the collective behavior of carbon dioxide molecules in such a highly diluted condition (1% CO 2 in He) [11] can be greatly different from that of pure CO 2 . This includes the solubility between CO 2 and He, which can change significantly with pressure and especially temperature. Also in the same study pure CO 2 samples were initially heated at 21 GPa and ~1800 K to produce a mixture of phase II and IV. Then, the mixture was compressed to 39 GPa and laser-heated to ~1800
K to produce the V CR . Presumably, this was due to difficulty to directly heat CO 2 -III by a CO 2 laser. In fact, another CO 2 -laser heating study [12] reported, "non-molecular CO 2 can be easily heated once a very small amount is formed, thereby providing a positive feedback to the laser-heating". While this process can be easily understood in terms of flux crystallization using a small seed crystal [12] , it is not known if the initially formed crystal was phase IV (or II) or phase V CR . In fact, these phases can be produced at relatively low temperatures below 400-500 o C (nearly on a touch of infrared heating laser) [3, 5, 6] and may have greatly different infrared absorption characteristics from phase III or I [20] , for example, as observed strong IR absorption in θ-N 2 and H 2 -III phases [21, 22] . Therefore, a relevant question to consider is if there is any pathdependence on the transition that can give rise to seemingly different results of these previous laser-heating experiments [9, 11, 12] .
Motivated by the above-mentioned diverse results of phase V, we have re-examined the crystal structure and transformation of carbon dioxide using spatially-resolved x-ray diffraction with a small synchrotron x-ray beam (<2 µm) at the PETRA III and found both V TD and V CR present in the same sample. As such, the two phases are structurally related as in the case of SiO 2 polymorphs, and the transitions are indeed path dependent on the initial phases. The present result also shows that the V CR is substantially denser and has a softer lattice compared to V TD , resulting in the density difference within 5% at ambient condition.
Experiments
Carbon dioxide samples were loaded into membrane-diamond-anvil cells from liquid by condensing CO 2 gas to -35 o C and 15 atmospheres. Type IA diamond anvils were used with a flat culet size of 0.3 mm. A rhenium gasket was pre-indented to 0.04 -0.05 mm thick, and a small hole of ~0.12 mm was drilled using an electric-discharge micro-drilling machine. A small piece of carbon (~0.01 mm in diameter and 0.05 mm long) was placed in the sample chamber to absorb the CW Nd: YLF laser (λ = 1054 nm) light and heat CO 2 samples. The sample pressure was measured using the Ruby luminescence method [23] . Existences and transitions of different carbon dioxide phases were in-situ determined by x-ray diffraction and later confirmed by the characteristic Raman spectra of different phases [3, 4, 5, 7] . CO 2 -V was produced by laser heating CO 2 -III above 40 GPa, which typically resulted in preferably oriented crystals or grains apparent from the sharp spotty x-ray diffraction patterns with large variations in the peak intensities and its appearance. This single crystal nature was easily discerned from the broad diffuse features of untransformed CO 2 -III and highly disordered carbon. To monitor the phase change during heating, multiple diffraction patterns were obtained in-situ every 3-to-10 seconds at the center of heating spot, while simultaneously measuring the temperatures by a spectro-pyrometer. To obtain the spatially resolved structural information of quenched sample, multiple x-ray diffraction data were collected five µm increment across the laser-heated area, with and without small rotations of cells in the omega direction within ±5 degrees. We used an onaxis dual-beam laser-heating system [24] and, for x-ray diffraction, a focused monochromatic x-ray beam (λ =0.2907 Å) and a large-format a-Si x-ray array detector (PerkinElmer 1621, 2048x2048 pixels) at the Extreme Condition Beamline (P02.2) at the PETRA III (DESY, Hamburg).
Results
Because of relatively long time (~10 sec or longer) required to obtain angle dispersed powder x-ray diffraction (ADXD), it is difficult to probe the transition in real-time during laser heating. Therefore, in this report we focus on discussing the spatially resolved ADXD (SR-ADXD) patterns obtained across the laser-heated area using a small x-ray beam (~2 µm full width at ~50% of intensity). This is important to characterize subtle differences in crystal structures and associated transitions. The present result, however, is different from the laser-heating result that showed V CR the only product [11] . Nevertheless, one should keep in mind that the V CR is produced by laser heating a mixture of highly compressed phase II and IV at 39 GPa, which was originally produced at ~21 GPa. In order to evaluate the initial phase dependence of the transition, we have performed the laser heating experiments of phase II, IV and III at 39
and 44 GPa as shown in Fig. 2 . Similar to the previous study [11] , we were able to produce both phase II and IV at ~24 GPa by laser-heating phase III to relatively low temperatures (below 1000 K). The presence of both phases was confirmed visually by its annular appearance of highly polycrystalline phase II surrounding transparent phase IV at the center of heated area, as well as their characteristic x-ray diffraction patterns. No extended phase was formed at this pressure. Then, the pressure was increased to 39 GPa and laser-heated to transform (a) the phase II to the V CR phase and (b) the phase IV (or II) to the V CR . No evidence for the V TD phase was found at this pressure. Then, we further increased the pressure to 44 GPa and laser heated to transform (c) the phase III to both V TD and V CR phase. Again, the V TD was the major product and the V CR phase was only found at the edge of the heating area. In all cases, the temperature was estimated to be ~1700-1800 K. A little variation in the observed transition temperature confirms the kinetically controlled process as suggested previously [7, 9, 11, 12] . The pressure gradient on the other hand is estimated to be less than 2-3 GPa within the laser-heated area (~30 µm), based on the pressure gradient of phase III at this pressure ~100 GPa/mm. Thus, the difference in the observed transformations cannot be explained in terms of pressure-or temperature-gradient of the laser-heated area, but underscores the path-dependent nature of carbon dioxide transformations. That is, the phase II and IV transform into the V CR below 40 GPa whereas the phase III transforms into the V TD phase above 40 GPa. Thus, it explains the different observations in the previous laser-heating experiments [9, 11, 12] .
Note that the diffraction patterns for highly compressed phases II, IV and III are considerably deformed, as expected at pressures 39-44 GPa [4, 25] . As such, it is difficult to make rigorous structural refinements on those phases. Nevertheless, we were able to refine the diffraction patterns reasonably well, especially for phase V CR and V TD , as shown in Fig. 3 and summarized in No significant structural difference of phase II either in V CR region (the top pattern in Fig.   3a ) or in phase II rich region (the bottom in Fig. 3a ) was observed. The refined crystal structures of phase V CR agree with the previous reports at similar pressures [11, 12] , Table 1 .
The structural refinement of phase V TD in comparison was a little bit tricky for several reasons: first, its low symmetry P2 1 2 1 2 1 structure with a relatively large number of molecules per unit cell, Z=8. Second, all elements occupy the general position of 4a (x,y,z) and especially the oxygen atoms are highly disordered. Third, a relatively small number of peaks, many degenerated, observed in the fundamental diffraction region at low 2θ angles for this low-symmetry structure. Because of these reasons, we first used the XRDA program [26] to determine the initial lattice parameters and corresponding
Miller indices of the observed peaks, then, the GSAS program [27] to refine lattice parameters and all other structural parameters. The initial positions of carbon and oxygen atoms were adopted from the previously reported structure [9] with the individual atomic positions constrained to yielding the C-O distance within 1. [28] to each set of the data with the parameters listed in Table 2 .
Clearly, the present results are comparable to the previous ones. Interestingly, the density of phase V CR is substantially higher (~12% at 50 GPa) than that of the V TD ; whereas, the V CR (B o {B'} = 120{5.8}-135{3.6}GPa) is considerably softer than the V TD (270{1.9}-365{1.0}GPa). This leads to a 4-5% density difference between the two polymorphs at ambient pressure, which can be compared with the 1-3 % density difference observed between various polymorphs of cristobalite and tridymite in SiO 2 [29] . Note, however, that in SiO 2 the polymorphs of tridymite are generally denser than those of cristobalite.
Interestingly, theory predicts similarly high bulk moduli for a hexagonal form of tridymite (P6 3 /mmc, B o =135 GPa) and for an ideal cubic form of β-cristobalite (Fd3m, 129 GPa) that are substantially greater than any other forms of four-fold SiO 2 polymorphs (typically ~10-40 GPa) [30] . Therefore, considering substantially stronger covalent bonds of C-O and thereby the rigidity of CO4 tetrahedral structures, it is interesting but not a surprise to find such a large difference in the bulk moduli between the V TD and V CR phases. Finally, the present compression data of the V CR shows no sign of lattice distortion observed in the previous V CR data of pure CO 2 at ~15 to 25 GPa and deviates from the previous 1% CO 2 data above 40 GPa [11] . The present density of the V TD , on the other hand, is somewhat higher than the previous one by about 0.5-1.5 % depending on pressure [9] .
Discussion
The present structural models in Table 1 can explain the observed path (or initial phase) dependence of the phase IV-to-V CR and III-to-V TD transitions and their structural relationships as illustrated in Fig. 6 . Note that phase IV is related to phase II by doubling up the unit cell along the c-axis. This relation results from a slightly bent molecular configuration of phase IV, which makes it isostructural to α-crystobalite (P4 1 2 1 2) . The phase IV at 39 GPa is compressed to about 12 % from that at 20 GPa, which brings the nearest carbon-oxygen distances within ~2.1 Å. Having an additional 25 % volume collapse associated with the phase IV-to-V CR transition at 39 GPa [11] , the structure of phase IV would become nearly extended with the nearest C..O distance of ~1.9 Å --very much like α-crystobalite in SiO 2 . Then, the transition from this α-cristobalite-like phase IV to the β-crystobalite-like V CR can take place simply by slightly rotating CO 2 molecules within the ab-plane (as illustrated in Fig. 6a ) without movement of carbon atoms -the process involving a small kinetic barrier. In fact, it is well known that the α− to β-cristobalite transition in SiO 2 does occur, displacively and discontinuously, by simply tilting the corner-sharing SiO4 tetrahedral in distorted six-fold holohedral rings [31] . This process is equivalent to the rotation of corner-shared oxygen atoms in O-Si-O.
In contrast to the displacive IV(or II)-to-V CR transition within a direct groupsubgroup relationship, the III-to-V TD transition involves diffusive motions of carbon and oxygen atoms as illustrated in Fig. 6b . Note that both phase III (Cmca) and phase V TD (P2 1 2 1 2 1 ) have similar layer structures along the a-axis and c-axis, respectively.
Furthermore, because the b-and c-axis of phase III and the a-and c-axis of phase V TD are different only by ~2.1% and ~3.3% respectively (see Table 1 ), the crystal structure of phase III and V TD can be considered as a distorted tetragonal structure. Therefore, a supercell of phase III with eight CO 2 (the 1*√2*√2 cell marked in orange lines) can be related to a unit cell of phase V TD by permuting the stacking a-axis of phase III and c-axis of phase V TD . Then, the III-to-V TD transition can be recognized by two transformations:
(i) the translation of eight face-centered CO 2 molecules by ~1/4 unit cell distance along the c III '-axis (marked in black straight arrows) and (ii) the counteracting rotation of oxygen atoms, the half (connected to C1, C3 and C4) within the b'c'-plane (black arc arrows) and the other half (C2, C5 and C6) out of the plane (red arc arrows). These transformations then result in six CO 2 molecules forming a buckled 12-member ring, or six corner-shared CO4 tetrahedra (C1 through C6) of phase V TD , where C1 and C2 in the first layer, C3 and C6 in the second layer and C4 and C5 in third layer are corresponding to the 2 1 glide planes in screw a-axis.
In the V TD structure, the CO4 tetrahedral units share their corner oxygen atoms to form six-fold distorted holohedral rings with alternating tetrahedral apices pointing up and down the ab-plane. The apices of tetrahedra are then connected through oxygen atoms along the c-axis. This open structure of the V TD is contrary to the partially collapsed structure of the V CR , in which CO4 polyhedra are tilted by ~38 degrees along the c-axis [12] . As such, the V CR is substantially denser than the V TD , and the transition between the V CR and V TD phases is strongly forbidden without significant diffusion of atoms and defects. This is likely the reason why the V CR is observed only at the interfacial area between the V TD and untransformed phase III and why the V TD is absent below 40 GPa (in Fig. 3a&b ). In addition, the V CR -to-V TD transition is energetically forbidden below 40 GPa, so is the III-to-V TD transition with respect to the III-to-II (or IV) between 20-40 GPa. Note that phase III is unstable with respect to phase II in this pressure range [32] , but it exists only because the I-to-III transition involves a relatively small kinetic barrier at ambient temperature with respect to the I-to-II transition.
First principles calculations [8, 10] suggest that β-cristobalite is most stable of all four-fold extended carbon dioxide phases including α− and β-quartz, m-chalcopyrite, tridymite, and coesite. Nevertheless, the energy difference of these polymorphs is relatively small with respect to the compression energy (PΔV) that drives the molecularto-non-molecular transition. For example, the enthalpy difference between β-cristobalitelike V CR phase and tridymite-like V TD phase is less than 0.3 eV/CO 2 --sufficient to differentiate the ground state in first principles calculations, but too small to prevent other reaction pathways during laser-heating experiments. Note that the enthalpy difference between phase III and V TD at 50 GPa is, for example, over 1 eV/CO 2 [33] . Therefore, it is plausible that this large disparity in energy leads to overcoming the associated diffusion barrier in the III to V TD transition and the observed large distortion in the V TD structure.
On the other hand, the above-mentioned structural relationship controls the specific transition to occur via the transition pathway involving a lower activation barrier; that is, either displacively from phase IV (or II) to phase V CR or diffusively from phase III to phase V TD -despite the large density difference between the two polymorphs.
The present results also provide new constraints regarding the stability field of phase V. First, phase V TD arises from compressed phase III above 40 GPa, whereas phase V CR from compressed phase IV (or II) below 40 GPa. Second, the large density difference between V TD and V CR indicates the negative slop in ΔT/ΔP for the V TD -V CR phase boundary. Third, the phase V CR can be formed from phase IV at pressures as low as 20
GPa in a presence of catalysts [30] . Finally, the phase V CR can be produced at substantially lower temperatures than the V TD (typically above ~1700-1800 K). This is also consistent with the fact that the V TD was observed at the center of heating spot (i.e.
the hottest area), surrounded by the V CR in Fig. 1 . Nevertheless, it is important to realize that the measured transition temperature during laser heating is not a good parameter, because it represents the temperature of heat absorber not CO 2 itself. In this regard, it is the upper bound of the transition temperature. On the other hand, the endothermic nature of the molecular to non-molecular transition brings the measured temperature to the lower bound.
Based on the above-mentioned constraints together with those of the previous studies It should also be mentioned that the R-3c structure was observed from the quenched single crystal phase IV at ambient temperature and 15 GPa [34] . However, in this study the single-crystal phase IV was initially grown near the phase IV-VII-liquid triple point (11.7 GPa and 830 K), then annealed the sample at 15 GPa and 830 K and quenched to ambient temperature at 15.2 GPa. Note that the 11.7 GPa is well within the molecular regime near the stability field of phase I --far from the pressure regime where phase IV develops strong intermolecular bonding (typically ~20 GPa). Therefore, it is plausible that the quenched phase in R-3c represents either disordered or, more likely, an expanded form of intermediate phase IV, as observed a similar disorder or a compressed form upon elevating pressure (see Fig. 6 ). In fact, the R-3c structure is very similar to the P-3a structure of phase I, both commonly observed in typical molecular solids such as N 2 and CO [35] .
While the phase boundaries of extended phases are not well understood, the phase and chemical transformation diagram in Fig. 7 reveals the analogy (or difference)
between CO 2 and SiO 2 . For example, it is like SiO 2 that the phase IV-to-V CR transition occurs highly discontinuously and the β-cristobalite-like V CR phase appears at higher temperatures than the α-cristobalite-like phase IV. However, unlike SiO 2 the V TD appears at higher pressures than the V CR and there is no quartz-like four-fold structure found in CO 2 . It is also unlike SiO 2 that at high temperatures all extended phases further transform into carbon dioxide carbonate (i-CO 2 ) [18] -a fully extended 2D ionic layer structure of the post aragonite of CaCO 3 (P2 1 2 1 2) [36] . Note that this P2 1 2 1 2 structure of i-CO 2 is in a sub/super-group relation with the P2 1 2 1 2 1 of V TD and P4 1 2 1 2 of α-cristobalite and is similar to the layer structure theoretically predicted earlier [8] . On the other hand, another laser-heating study [19] reports the decomposition of CO 2 phases to carbon and oxygen at the onset of the ionization line in Fig. 7 . This difference, again, displays the significance of chemical kinetics associated with the ionization and decomposition processes, which depend on factors such as how long the phase has been annealed at a particular temperature and pressure [37] . In this regard, the stabilities of many extended phases including a-CO 3 , phase VI, VIII, and i-CO 3 are not well understood, so are their phase boundaries.
In conclusion, the present study confirmed the presence and properties of both V TD and V CR phases, as reported previously [9, 11, 12] . This includes substantially higher bulk modulus and lower density of the V TD than those of the V CR . The transitions to these phases depend on the initial phases and occur either diffusively from phase III to V TD or displacively from phase IV to V CR . We also presented the phase/chemical transformation diagram of carbon dioxide, exhibiting the path-dependent nature of transitions especially to/from phase II and IV, which in turn signifies the intermediary nature of these phases.
In this regard, highly compressed form of phase IV (above 40 GPa) should be considered as extended α-cristobalite (P4 1 2 1 2), whereas its expanded form (below 20 GPa) as a molecular solid (R-3c). Table 1 . Fig. 4 The pressure-dependent SR-ADXD changes of (a) phase V TD and (b) V CR upon unloading pressure from 49 GPa. Note that both polymorphs maintain over a large pressure domain down to 10 GPa, below which they slowly convert into phase I on a time scale of hours. (green open circles) and phase V CR in Ref. [11] (red solid triangles for 1% CO 2 in He and red open triangles for pure CO 2 ). The solid lines are the third-order Birch-Murnaghan fits to each set of the data using the parameters summarized in Table 2 . Note that V CR is substantially denser but softer than V TR . , and extended ionic CO 2 (i-CO 2 ). Arrows signify the thermal pathways measured each phase boundaries, reported in Refs. [2] in red solid lines, [19] in green dotted lines, [13, 25] in blue solid lines, and [18] in black dotted lines. The c notes the path-dependent nature of c-CO 2 , produced by laser-heating of quenched phase VI [15] . Strongly path-dependent phase IV and II boundaries underscore the intermediary nature of these phases. The R-3c structure was observed from the quenched single crystal phase IV at ambient temperature and 15 GPa, which was originally grown in the stability field of phase VII at 11.7 GPa and 830 K [34] . 
